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5 Seconds Of Summer - Lost In Reality
Tom: E
Intro: E  B  Dbm  A

E|--------------------------------------------------|
B|-------------------------------9--10--9-----------|
G|--9--9-----11--9--11----9--11------------11--9----|
D|--------9-----------------------------------------|
A|--------------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------|

E|--------------------------------------------------|
B|-----------------9---------------9--10--9---------|
G|--11--11--9--11-----11----9--11------------11--9--|
D|--------------------------------------------------|
A|--------------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------|

E|--------------------------------------------------|
B|--------------------------------------------------|
G|--9--9-----9--11--9----9--9------9--11--9---------|
D|--------9---------------------9-------------------|
A|--------------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------|

E|--------------------------------------------------|
B|---------10--9----------10--9---------------------|
G|------9--------------9----------------------------|
D|--11-------------11-------------------------------|
A|--------------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------|

Verse 1:
E
you throw me around like a ragdoll
B
and throw me away like your cigarettes
Dbm                                   A
then pick up the pieces of whatever?s left of me
they?re yours to keep
E
a million and one ways that i?ve tried
B
to turn it around, leave it all behind
Dbm
but every time you turn out to be
A
one step ahead of me

Chorus:
E
lost in reality
                      B
i can feel you in the dark when i fall asleep
                          Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?
E
bittersweet chemistry
                   B
i can?t escape you anywhere, even in my dreams
                         Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?

Verse 2:
E
E
through all the lights in the night sky
B
you drift away then you disappear
Dbm                               A
counting the days til i bring her back to me eventually
E
my strung out heart needs your angel eyes
B
they tear me apart and i?m hypnotized
Dbm                                   A
let?s pick up the pieces of whatever?s left of me
they?re yours to keep

Chorus:
E
lost in reality
                      B
i can feel you in the dark when i fall asleep
                          Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?
E
bittersweet chemistry
                   B
i can?t escape you anywhere, even in my dreams
                         Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?

Instrumental:
E B A C B

(Bridge)
E
lost in reality
                      B
i can feel you in the dark when i fall asleep
                          Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?

Chorus:
E
lost in reality
                      B
i can feel you in the dark when i fall asleep
                          Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?
       E
bittersweet chemistry
                   B
i can?t escape you anywhere, even in my dreams
                         Dbm
all that?s in my head are pictures of memories
words that you said to me
A                                   E
hey hey hailey, won?t you save me?

Acordes
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